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AUTOMATIC GAME COUNTER. dial, tbe long or minute hand recording the total number I AUTOMATIC ALARM FOR BEARINGS. 

The annexed engravings represent a game counter that is of points made, and the second hand recording the games, ' The engraving shows a device for giving au alarm or sig. 
compact, convenieut, and useful for nearly all games of all worked directly by the stem. The figures on the dial nal when the bea4'ings of shafting or parts of machin
cards, and is especially adapted to the modern game 01 whist. are i n  two colors, making it a very neat and attractive al'ti· ery become overheated hy friction. A fu�ible head is at
Thh; counter, be&ides scoring the points made in each game, cleo These goods are not on the market yet, but arrange- tached to the end of a wire connected with a lever fulcrnm· 
indicates and records the aggregate number of games and ments are being made to place them at a reasonable and cd on a post fastened to the box. Tile outer end of tilelever 
points made during a series of games. It can be readily set moderate cost. is bent downward to form an arm to which a bell is con
for games of five or seven points, and it will record up to The i nv ention has been patented by Mr. Frank Dayton, nected, and the end of the arm carries a foot piece which is 
nine games and ninety.nine points inclusive. By moving of Portland, Oregon; New York address, P. O. Box 1967 struck by a atud on the shaft when the bearing becomes hot 
the arrow or pointer in a certain manner, either the games 01' .. 4 0 , .. enough to melt the fusible head. This head is held in con-
points can be worked independently of each other. A NOVEL TABLE, tack with tile bearing by confi.nement beneath a bridge piece, 

Tbis counter is supposed to be setfora game of five points. The under side of the table is formed with a central track through which the wire passes loosely. It is evident lliat 
Before beginning the game tile arrow should be placed at 0, plate which fits in a groove in a plate, B, held on the end of when the head melts, the .weight of the bell will carry t\Je 
and the apertures in the dial should also show ciphers. To j the spindle, C; the track plate is locked in \llace by the bind- arm of the lever down to the shaft, when the stud, striking 
do this the arrow is turned from 6 to 7 until the aperture ing soaew, D. The spindle passes into the top of a I ubular the arm, will ring the bell at every revolution. 

standard supported by a suitable base 
of any desired shape, and can be BCI'ew 
threaded as shown in Fig. 1, or pro
vided with a serics of grooves forming 
beveled annular shoulders, in wbich 
case the standard is furnished with a 
spring catch (Fig. 2), the end of which 
projects t.hrough the standards so as to 
engage with the shoulders. When the 
spindle is formed with shoulders, the 

n upper ends of the arms are provided 

I. ! K 
with upwardly projecting pins that 

�-�-, '9it=:J�j�==;JiA 
pass into h0les in the bottom of the 
plate to hold the table steady and in 

KOSSBIEL'S NOVEL TABLE. 

"g,lmes" registers O. By turning the arrow from O to 6, and 
forward and backward between those figures, ciphers will 
appear at the lower apertures marked" points." 

As the game progresses and points are made, the arrow is 
turned by the knob from. left to right as the points are made 
up to 5. When this number is reached the figure 1 appears 
in the aperture marked" games," und the figures 1 to 5 appear 
successively as the points have been made in the lower ap
ertures II)ar ked "points." 

The arrow is then turned back to 0, and as the play pro
gresses in the new game and points are made, the arrow is 
moved and the number of the accumulated points is register
ed in the lowerapertures,showing the whvle numbel' ofpointr. 
made, whether a game has been won or lost. When the game 
has been won by the opponent, the arrow st'lnding wherever 
it may happen to be (between 0 and 5) mllst be turned 
back to 0 before beginning the new game. If more points 
are made than enough to finish the game, the arrow must be 
tU/'lled to 5, thus scoring the game, then back to 0, and then 

DAYTON'S AUTOMATIC GAME COUNTER. 

forward t o  the number of points of surplus or laps made. 
If desired for clubs, etc., the counter can be made so as to 
register ninety-nine games and nine hundred Rnd ninety-nine 
points. 

The counter has been made in nickel plate, and has also 
been made and set in a watch case, and works in a similar 
manner as the one above described, the small or hour hand 
taking the place of the arrow, and Dlilting the points on the 

place when lowered. The top plate, 
E, is hinged to the ends of two arms, 
G, pivoted at the opposite ends to the 
inner surfaces of the end pieces of the 
table; both longitudinal edges can thus 
be swung upward. 'Tile braces, H. 
fold into grooves in the upper edges of 
the enrl pieces of the table, and their 
upper ends entt-r apertures in the under 
side of the top plate. When the plate, 
E, and arms, G, are tumed upward 
together on the points of the arms, 
they are supported in an inclined posi
tion-the reverse of that shown in Fig. 
i-by the braces. A m irror, F, is set 
cured to the under side of the top 
plate, to whiclJ are attached the clips, 
J, that fit in recesses and can be turn
ed upward to prevent the book or paper 

from sliding off. The tahle cau be adjusted vertically by 
means of tile spindle. When it is to be used as a sick bed, it 
can be extended laterally by drawing the top in the direction 
in which it is to project, and locking it ill place with the 
binding screw. It can thus be adjusted to project partly 
over a bed or sofa, so as to be very convenient for t.he per
son using it. By resting" the top plate on the arm, K, it 
may be used as a writing desk. It may be adjusted as a 
toilet table by swinging the top into a vertical position. 

Furt.her particulars may be obtained by addressing the 
inveutor, Mr. Charles Kossbiel, of Cuero, Texas. 
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Gas 1'rolD Pinewood. 

M. Combe d' Alma, member of the Agricultural Society of 
La Girollde, has succeeded i n  producing illuminating gas 
by the distillation of the sea pine (Pinu8 maritima). M. 
D' Alma. was engaged at 8t. Nerac (Lot-et-Garonne) in the 
production of a special kind of macadam; and part of the 
process consisted i n  baking clay. This was effected by the 
aid of the pinewood found in the district, which formed ex
cellent fuel. It occurred to M. D'Alma, however, that it  
would be more advantageous to employ not the wood itself, 
but the gas which might be produced by its distillation. He 
therefore at once obtained permission to conduct a number 
of experiments at the gas works in the town, and eventually 
succeeded in producing a gas with which he s upplied the 
public and a considerable proportion of the private lights 
for two nights in succession. 

On the firHL night the effect was not altogether satisfao
tory, owing to the material used heing sodden and of bad 
quality; but on the second occasion the lighting was entire· 
ly successful. The event caused some excitement among 
the municipal authorities, who appointed a commission to 
vouch for the success of the experiment. This they did, 
and have since expressed a desire that the matter lIlay be 
taken up by the municipalities of those places in the south- . 
west of France where this particular species of pinewood is 
to be found, with tbe view to its profitable utiliz!l.tion for 
gas making purposes. M. D'Alma has satisfactorily proved 
that the distillation of pinewood in closed vessels is thor
oughly practicable; and he believes that the resulting gas 
could be prcdhced Itt a much lower cost than that of ordi· 
nary coal gas, While the sale of the residual products (char
coal, tar, and an acid liquid) would defray the Whole ex
penses of manufacture. 

....... e.$.-
Close 01' Another Year. 

One more numher, and volume fifty-one of the SCIENTIFIC 

AMERICAN will close, and with it several thousand subscrip 
tions will expire. To save the removal of such a large num 
bel' from our subscription list�, and insure a continuance of 
the paper without. interruption, subscribers will be benefited 
and our sUbscription clerks greatly relieved by the remittance 
of SUbscriptions before the year clo&e�. 
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O'CONNELL'S AUTOMATIC ALARM FOR BEARINGS. 

Fig, 2 shows the device applied to the crank pin bearing 
of an engine. The outer end of an arm carries a gong bell. 
The clappers are loosely connected with the arm and, hy 
Wires, with fusible plugs fitted snugly into end bores in the 
wrist pin. The clappers are thus helrl out of contact with 
the gong until the overheating of the bearing melts the plugs, 
when they are thrown outward by centrifugal force to sound 
the gong. This device may also be applied to give an alarm 
by the overheating of reciprocating or sliding surfaces. 

This invention has been patented by Mr. John O'Connell, 
of 309 Broadway, Providence, R. 1. 

CASING FOR PIPES. 

The engraving shows a casing for holding non-collducting 
material-such as mineral wool, etc.-oil pipes. and which 
can be easily applied and fitted, and closed and locked with· 
out requiring the use of solder. A disk formed with a cen
tral opcning to receive tbe pipe is of such size as to fit with
in the casing. It is cut open to permit placing it on any de
sired part of the pipe, and has its outer edge bent down to 
form a flange. A series of apertures is punched lU the disk 
to allow the non-condncting material in the different com
partments to unite by the fibers passing- through. A sheet 
of metal from which a tube section is made has one edge 
creased to form a longitudinal pocket for receiving the other 
edge of the plate; the pocket is formed a short distance from 
the edge, so that when the free edge is in the pocket the edges 
will overlap. The joint is shown very clearly in Fig. 2. 
The edges of the casing sections are overlapped, and then 
held together by pius or nai1� passed through holes. The 
sections can thus be opened very eallily to pass them around 
the pipe and to put in the filling material. One end edgeof 
ea8h section is creased to form an annular pocket to receive 
the adjoining edge of the next section, as shown in Fig. 1. 
When a pipe is to be covered, a series of disks is placed 
around it, a casing section is put on and secured with the 

WOOD'S CASING li'OR PIPES. 

pins or onlls. When filled with the non·conducting material, 
another section is placed adjoining it. 

This invention has been patented l�y Mes;;:rs. James F. 
and John F. Wood, ofWilmingtoD, Del. 

.. 40'" 
ENGLISH crown soap is an imported soft soap used by 

harness makers and the like fot· rubbing and polishing 
ll.lather. 
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